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Experience the next generation of AI-powered modern work.

of meeting rooms worldwide are video 
enabled and support hybrid work
- 2022 Frost and Sullivan video 
conferencing report

8%
of organisations say it’s become 
increasingly complex to manage a 
multivendor networking and security 
stack effectively - 2022 Gartner

70%
of respondents who work from the office  
feel their organization could do more to 
improve the  in-office experience
- 2022 YouGov Survey 

93%
We have built a luxury customer experience centre in the hub of our London office space that blends the next generation of secure, AI-powered 
collaboration and productivity technologies into spaces that promote inclusive and innovative solutions from our core technology partners.

Client Experience Centre
Where technological innovation meets personalised experiences 

Outcomes & Benefits

Intelligent spaces that are sustainable and 
inclusive
where the network helps monitor air quality, people 
flow and room occupancy whilst delivering secure, 
end-to-end cloud managed connectivity supporting 
the needs of every employee.

Pervasive, frictionless security
that keeps your business secure and keeps 
employees connected – anytime, anywhere, on 
whatever device without impacting productivity.

Work productively and confidently from 
anywhere
with modern collaboration tools, inclusive meeting 
experiences, and devices that enable work from 
anywhere and from any device. 

A reliable, scalable, and application aware 
network
that connects your people, applications data, offices 
and users with application aware monitoring to 
maximise the user experience.

Reduced cost and complexity
through vendor consolidation, and standardisation of 
the modern work experience - improving employee 
focus and productivity by removing duplicate or 
disjointed technology products.

Putting our customers at the heart of digitial innovation

Intelligent, connected 
buildings

Digital experience 
monitoring

Leading edge 
demonstrations

AI powered productivity 
experiences

World class meeting 
experiences

The latest AI powered user  
devices

https://bit.ly/3oF22ec
https://bit.ly/3oF22ec
https://bit.ly/3oF22ec
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We strive to consistently deliver beyond our client’s and employee’s expectations, providing world-class 
service and market leading technology solutions. We have combined our collective expertise over 23 years to 
deliver on our client’s business objectives backed by 25+ industry awards, 100% organic revenue growth since 
2019 supporting 250+ clients across the world. We are more than just an IT company, we are a community that 
is fuelled by trust, agility, and excellence.

About Cisilion

Experience, Discuss, Explore

• Cisco and Meraki Network and Wireless – 
Enterprise and DC Networking

• Cisco Thousand Eyes
• Azure & AI powered work

Intelligent networks

• Cisco Room Systems & Phones
• Microsoft Teams Rooms & Phone
• Cisco Spaces

Collaboration & 
intelligent meetings

• Microsoft & Cisco: Zero Trust Security
• Data Protection and Compliance

Security for the new 
world

• Microsoft 365 and Copilot
• Windows 11 and Surface

The future of modern 
work & AI

• Microsoft NCE, Azure, and EA 
• Cisco EA
• IaaS, PaaS & Severless

Platform & cost 
optimisation

• Meraki MX Cameras and Sensors
• Cisco Spaces & Meldcx
• AI Powered “Intelligent Rooms

Smart sustainable 
spaces

At Cisilion, our passion for delivering transformative 
IT solutions is surpassed only by our commitment to 
providing exceptional client experiences.
Our Client Experience Centre serves as a collaborative 
hub, allowing you to engage with our experts, explore the 
latest technologies, and gain valuable insights to drive 
your business forward.

The future is here, and we are excited to share it with you 
at the Cisilion Client Experience Centre. Get ready to 
explore the possibilities, revolutionise your business, and 
embrace a new era of digital transformation. Together, 
let’s shape the future today.

What makes us great?
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